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ABSTRACT: Thermal interface materials (TIMs) are of ever-rising importance with the development of modern microelectronic devices. However, traditional TIMs exhibit low thermal conductivity even at high loading fractions. The use of high-aspect-ratio material is beneficial to achieve low percolation threshold for nanocomposites. In this work, single crystalline copper nanowires with large aspect ratio were used as filling materials for the first time. A thermal conductivity of 2.46 W/mK was obtained at an ultralow loading fraction, ∼0.9 vol %, which was enhanced by 1350% compared with plain matrix. Such an excellent performance makes copper nanowires attractive fillers for high-performance TIMs.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Inefficent heat dissipation is the limiting factor for the performance and reliability of microelectronics. This problem has become much more severe with the increasing power densities in many modern microelectronic devices. Efficient heat transfer from an integrated circuit (IC) to a heat sink is a critical issue for the progress of modern electronic devices. Unfortunately, microscopic roughness of the IC and heat sink surfaces results in asperities between the two mating surfaces, which prevent ideal thermal contact. Therefore, thermal interface materials (TIMs) with high thermal conductivity and good conformability are generally applied between the two mating surfaces to provide a good heat conduction path.

TIMs are typically made of low modulus polymer matrix filled with high thermally conductive particles (typical size about 2−25 μm). Ceramic (BN, AlN, etc.), metal (silver, copper, nickel, aluminum, etc.) and metal oxide particles (Al₂O₃, MgO, etc.) are typically used as fillers for conventional TIMs. However, high loading fractions are required to achieve thermal conductivity in the range of ∼1−5 W/mK. The limited thermal conductivity as well as the high cost hardly meet the increasing thermal dissipation demand for modern industry. Carbon nanotubes and graphene have been widely studied as filling materials on the basis of their high intrinsic thermal conductivity, which ranges from 3000 to 6000 W/mK. However, the reported thermal conductivity of composites based on them is rather unsatisfying on account of their intrinsic defects and high thermal contact resistance.

Except for the thermal conductivity of filling materials, morphology also plays an important role in the performance of TIMs. Compared with microfillers, improvements on both thermal and mechanical properties have been demonstrated for nanofillers. Varieties of nanostructures have been successfully synthesized, such as nanoparticles, nanorods, nanocubes, nanocages, nanowires, etc. Among them, nanowires are preferable for TIMs since their inherent continuity as well as the large aspect ratio would lead to lower percolation threshold. Recently, silver nanowires (AgNWs) have been extensively studied as filling materials for TIMs because of their high thermal conductivity and mature fabrication process. Composites based on AgNWs exhibited superior thermal conducting performance. However, high cost is a major bottleneck for their industrial application. Compared with silver, copper is an earth abundant element and 100 times less expensive, and most importantly, copper also has a high thermal conductivity, 400 W/mK for bulk copper. This makes copper nanomaterials more competitive as TIMs’ fillers. However, to the best of our knowledge, TIMs based on CuNWs were seldom reported, which mainly attributes to the immature fabrication method of CuNWs.

A number of fabrication methods for CuNWs have been developed, such as electrospinning, electrochemical deposition, template or membrane method, and reverse micelle system. However, the above methods are generally not
applicable because of the limitation in mass production and process complexity. The newly developed chemical reduction method in aqueous solution has drawn much attention since it is facile and with low cost. This technique mainly relies on the reduction of Cu\(^{II}\) to Cu\(^{0}\) in an aqueous solution with the help of reducing agent (such as glucose or hydrazine) and capping agent (like cetyltrimethylammonium bromide). However, the procedure often produces nanowires with bad dispersion and easily to be oxidized. Our group has proposed a nonaqueous synthesis of ultralong single-crystalline CuNWs recently. This procedure mainly relies on the self-catalytic growth of CuNWs within a liquid-crystalline medium with the presence of platinitized silicon wafers. However, the big challenge for this method is its low yield and instability when the production was scaled up.

In this work, a large-scale synthesis procedure for CuNWs was developed on the basis of our previous fabrication method. Well dispersed single-crystalline CuNWs with large aspect ratio were successfully synthesized through the modified fabrication procedure. The yield was increased by 32 times and could be applied as building blocks for TIMs. CuNW–polymer composites with different filling fractions were fabricated and the thermal conductivity was characterized systematically. Acrylate was chosen as matrix material since it could be easily cured under ultraviolet (UV) irradiation, which avoided the sedimentation of fillers. With the loading fraction of CuNWs as 0.9 vol %, the thermal conductivity of composites was 2.46 W/mK, increased by 1350% compared with the pristine polymer matrix. This is higher than that of composites filled with commercial AgNWs at 1.1 vol % and outperforms carbon and metallic nanomaterial based thermal conductive composites. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time to use ultralong CuNWs as thermal conductive fillers and achieve the high thermal conductivity at such low loading percentage.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

Preparation of CuNWs. In a typical synthesis, 5 g of cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) and 80 g of hexadecylamine (HDA) were melted at 180 °C first. Then 2 g of copper acetylacetonate and 5 μL of platinum nanoparticles dispersed in ethylene glycol was added to the above melt one after another. Platinum nanoparticles were produced according to the literature report. The mixture was then heated to 180 °C and kept for 10 h. After the reaction, the resulting reddish brown products were washed with toluene thoroughly to remove the residual organics and the resulting cottonlike products were then kept in ethanol in a sealed container at room temperature.

Preparation of Metal Nanowire–Polyacrylate Composites. CuNW–polyacrylate composites were prepared by solution mix processing. Typically, the liquid monomer of acrylate (SR601) was first fully mixed with photo initiator. The stored CuNWs were sonicated for 1 min first, then added into the above liquid mixture, and then stirred for 10 min. After that, the suspension was left in a vacuum drying oven until the solvent was fully evaporated. The content of CuNWs was calculated by the weight increase after solvent evaporation. Finally, the uncured composites mixtures were drop cast into self-made molds by doctor blading. Samples with thickness about 500 μm were fabricated under UV irradiation for 5 min. For comparison, composites filled with commercial AgNWs and short CuNWs were also prepared following the same procedure.

Characterization. Morphologies of CuNWs and metal nanowires–polymer composites were characterized by field-emission scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM, JSM-6700F) Transmission electron microscope (TEM) was conducted on a JEM-2100F. Composites were frozen by liquid nitrogen to break into small pieces for SEM analysis. X-ray diffraction (XRD) was carried out on a D/max 2550 V X-ray diffraction-meter with Cu–Kα irradiation at λ = 1.5406 Å. Thermal conductivity of the composites was measured using the laser flash method and determined from the equation \( \kappa = \alpha \rho C_p \), where \( \alpha \) is the thermal diffusivity value, \( \rho \) is density, and \( C_p \) is the specific heat capacity of composites. Density (\( \rho \)) was obtained using the equation \( \rho = m/(\pi d^2) \), where \( m \) is the mass of the composite sample and \( d \) and \( r \) are the thickness and the radius of the sample, respectively. The mass was measured on MS105 Semi-Micro Balance with the system error of 0.0001 g cm\(^{-1}\). Thermal diffusivity measurement was carried out with NETZSCH LZF 207 based on GJB1201.1–91. After calibration, the system error is within 5%. Specific heat capacity was measured by differential scanning calorimetry (PE DSC-2C) in nitrogen, with sapphire as reference sample. The temperature ranged from room temperature to 90 °C at a heating rate of 10 °C/min. Its system error is about 5–6%. The relative error is between 6 and 24%, depending on the samples. The relative error of the conductivity was calculated by the method illustrated in Yu’s work. The electrical resistivity was
measured using a four-point-probe measurement system (ACCENT HL5500) with silver paste as the contact pad.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In our previous work, a nonaqueous procedure was proposed to synthesize ultralong CuNWs with good dispersibility. Unfortunately, only ∼5 mg of CuNWs could be obtained at one time, which was far below the demands of real applications. Besides, platinum sputtered on silicon wafers were used as catalysts, which makes it difficult for precise control, therefore leading to the instability of the synthesis. In this work, with platinum nanoparticles as catalyst, 160 mg of CuNWs could be obtained at one time. Large amount of ultralong CuNWs entangled together and settled down to the bottom of the glass vessel, which makes the collection of CuNWs very easy (see Figure S1 in the Supporting Information).

Images a and b in Figure 1 show the SEM images of the CuNWs. The average diameter of the CuNWs was about 80 nm, and the length varied from several tens to hundreds of micrometer. The aspect ratio was as high as 1 × 10² to 1 × 10³. This was in good accordance with the earlier report. Besides, the nanowires were found to be highly flexible as some of them showed bending more than 180° without any fracture. We also found that the above ultralong CuNWs could break into short ones (<20 μm) through sonication (shown in Figure S2 in the Supporting Information). Figure 1c is the selected area electron diffraction (SAED) pattern of the nanowires. This pattern shows that the nanowires are single-crystalline growing along the [011] direction. Figure 1d shows an XRD pattern of copper nanowires. The three peaks at 2θ = 43.5, 50.8, and 74.1° correspond to diffractions from {111}, {200}, and {220} planes of face-centered cubic Copper (JCPDS # 03–1018), respectively. No diffraction peaks of CuO and Cu₂O were observed, indicating that the CuNWs were under good preservation.

CuNWs are expected to be ideal filling materials for TIMs considering their high intrinsic thermal conductivity, large aspect ratio and low cost. CuNWs-polyacrylate composites at different volume fractions were fabricated and their thermal conductivity was measured systematically. Polyacrylate was chosen as resin matrix since it can be polymerized in several minutes by UV irradiation, which would avoid the aggregation and sedimentation of nanowires in polymerization process with long time. Figure 2 is SEM images of the cross sections of long-CuNWs-polyacrylate composites, which discloses the homogeneous dispersion of CuNWs in the polymer matrix. The added amount of CuNWs ranged from 0.1 to 0.9 vol %. When the loading percentage of CuNWs was increased to 0.9 vol %, a continuous nanowire network formed, as clearly shown in Figure 2f. In order to verify the superiority of long CuNWs prepared in this work, short CuNWs and commercial AgNWs (average length, ∼20 μm; average diameter, ∼120 nm) were also used as filling materials to make composites following the same fabrication procedure. The short CuNWs were obtained by cutting long nanowires through sonication. After sonication, centrifugation was conducted to remove long nanowires, leaving nanowires shorter than 20 μm in the supernatant. Figure 3 are SEM images of the cross-sections of short-CuNW-polyacrylate composites. Unlike polyacrylate filled with long CuNWs, continuous network barely formed in the short-CuNW-polyacrylate composites, even when the volume fraction was further increased to 1.5 vol %. Similar phenomenon was observed in AgNWs-polyacrylate composites, as seen in Figure S3 in the Supporting Information. The SEM analysis is in accordance with percolation threshold theory, the main concept of which is fillers with large aspect ratio connected at lower loading fraction. On the basis of the above analysis, polyacrylate filled with long CuNWs should have higher thermal conductivity compared with that filled with short CuNWs and commercial AgNWs at the same loading fraction, which will be discussed in detail in the following part.

Figure 4a shows the thermal conductivity of the three composites at room temperature with a series of volume fraction of nanowires. Enhancement on thermal conductivity has been found for all measured composites. The measured
The thermal conductivity of polyacrylate ester was 0.17 W/mK, which is consistent with the acrylate vendor’s specification. For composites loaded with 1.5 vol % short CuNWs, the thermal conductivity was 0.77 W/mK, which is enhanced by 350% compared to the pristine polyacrylate matrix.

A lower percolation threshold and higher thermal conductivity has been achieved for composites filled with long CuNWs. According to the percolation threshold theory, at a low loading fraction, both the electronic thermal conduction and phonon thermal conduction are hindered, since the fillers rarely form a connected network for heat flow in the matrix material. When the filling fraction reaches a critical value, the percolation threshold, a dramatic increase in thermal conductivity will occur. At this situation, filling materials contact each other, forming a good thermally conductive network in the resin. For composites filled with short CuNWs, the thermal conductivity increased slightly with the increase of loading fraction, and no significant change was observed even when the loading fraction increased to 1.5 vol %. In this case, the percolation threshold was not achieved, which is consistent with the SEM analysis. In the case of composites filled with long CuNWs, analogous variation trend on thermal conductivity was found below the loading fraction of 0.8 vol %. Nevertheless, their thermal conductivity was much higher than that of composites filled with short CuNWs under the same loading fraction, and it increased much faster as the loading fraction increases. Moreover, a sharp increase on thermal conductivity was observed when the loading fraction increased from 0.8 vol % to 0.9 vol %. It is believed that the percolation threshold was achieved at ~0.9 vol % and continuous CuNWs network was formed. The thermal conductivity reached the value of 2.46 W/mK, corresponding to the enhancement of ~1350%. For comparison, AgNW–polyacrylate composites with the same procedure were prepared considering the better thermal conductivity of silver. However, the measured thermal conductivity value was 1.4 W/mK at 1.1 vol %, lower than that of long-CuNWs-polyacrylate composite at 0.9 vol %, unexpectedly. This may owe to the larger aspect ratio of CuNWs which contributes to the high performance. It is even higher than that of composites filled with commercial AgNWs at the same volume fraction, which is beyond our expectation since silver has higher thermal conductivity. This can be explained by the well-connected conducting network formed with long CuNWs. Yu’s work also indicated that fully connected conducting path will lead to high thermal conductivity even at low loading percentage.39 The thermal conductivity of the long-CuNW–polyacrylate composite is extremely high compared to previous reports, as listed in Table 1, especially at such low loading fraction.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>filler</th>
<th>fraction</th>
<th>κ enhancement (%)</th>
<th>method</th>
<th>reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>graphene</td>
<td>10 vol %</td>
<td>2300</td>
<td>laser flash</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>graphite</td>
<td>20 wt %</td>
<td>1800</td>
<td>laser flash</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWCNT</td>
<td>1 vol %</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>steady state</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MWNT</td>
<td>3.8 wt %</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>ASTM</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BN</td>
<td>30 vol %</td>
<td>2300</td>
<td>laser flash</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AlN</td>
<td>10 wt %</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>steady state</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CuNWs</td>
<td>0.9 vol %</td>
<td>1350</td>
<td>laser flash</td>
<td>This work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AgNWs</td>
<td>1.1 vol %</td>
<td>680</td>
<td>laser flash</td>
<td>This work</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The influence of temperature on thermal conductivity was investigated as shown in Figure 4b. The thermal conductivity of CuNWs–polyacrylate composites decreases with increasing temperature, while that of pristine polyacrylate ester was nearly independent of temperature. This suggests the thermal conduction was mainly attributed to the linked CuNWs in composites. For metal materials, heat is mainly carried by electrons. When temperature was elevated, the scattering of electrons would be enhanced, which resulted in the decrease in thermal conductance. This phenomenon has also been observed in other composites.40

To better demonstrate the superiority of long CuNWs, the thermal conduction model of metal nanowire–polyacrylate composites was proposed, as illustrated in Figure 5. Polymer usually has a low thermal conduction because no effective thermally conductive networks could be formed because of the strong phonon scattering of the randomly entangled molecule chains.46 The introduced thermally conductive particles could help to improve the thermal conduction, however, the outcomes were not always desirable owing to the additive thermal resistance. The extra thermal resistance in composites was mainly originated from three parts, (1) contact resistance between metal nanowires, \( R_{\text{contact}} \); (2) contact resistance between...

Figure 5. Illustration of thermally conductive paths for composites filled with (a) long CuNWs, (b) AgNWs, and (c) short CuNWs.
metal nanowires and matrix materials, $R_{c2}$; and (3) the intrinsic resistance of metal nanowires named as $R_b$.\(^{47}\) Contacting resistance can be expressed as $R_c = \rho_c / d$, where $\rho_c$ is the contacting resistivity and $d$ is the diameter of the contacting area.\(^{38}\) It is clear that higher loading fraction is needed to form the thermally conductive network for composites filled with small aspect ratio fillers. Thus, the higher contact resistance $R_c$ was generated because of the relatively greater number of contact points and a small contact area, which led to lower thermal conductivity of the composites.

The electrical conductivity of the composites was also tested to demonstrate the continuity of long CuNWs in the composites. At a filling fraction of 0.6 vol %, the conductivity was about $1 \times 10^{-6}$ S/cm for both long CuNWs and short CuNW-based composites, as seen from Figure 6. With the increase in loading percentage, the conductivity of all the three metal nanowire composites increased apparently, among which, that of the long CuNWs composites increased the most rapidly, testifying the superiority of the long CuNWs on forming conductive network. At the filling fraction of 0.9 vol %, the conductivity of long-CuNW composite reaches 0.04 S/cm, which is 10 times larger than that of Ag NW composites with the filling fraction of 1.1 vol %. The variation trend of the electron conductivity is consistent with that of the thermal conductivity, indicating the dominant contribution of electron transport to the thermal conduction in these composite materials.

4. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, single-crystalline CuNWs with large aspect ratio and high yield were successfully synthesized. CuNW–polyacrylate composites with different loading percentage were prepared and their thermal conductivity values were measured by laser flash method. The thermal conductivity value of long-CuNW–polyacrylate is 2.46 W/mK at a filler volume fraction 0.9 vol %, enhanced by 1350% compared with plain matrix. This is higher than that of composites filled with commercial AgNWs at 1.1 vol % and outperforms carbon and metallic nanomaterial based thermal conductive composites. The large aspect ratio and single-crystalline structure are responsible for the high thermal conductivity at such low loading percentage. Such excellent performance makes long CuNWs attractive fillers for TIMs.

Figure 6. Electrical conductivity of the metal nanowire–polyacrylate composites with different loading percentage.


